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Alphacool Eiszapfen
12mm HardTube

compression fitting G1/4 -
knurled - Deep Black

Sixpack

$24.95

Product Images

Short Description

Alphacool’s Eiszapfen Connector Series is the high-end execution of these tried-and-true connectors!Every
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requirement you could have of a connector is met with this series: highflow, form, processing and colour.

Description

Alphacool’s Eiszapfen Connector Series is the high-end execution of these tried-and-true connectors!
 
Every requirement you could have of a connector is met with this series: highflow, form, processing and colour. A
refusal to compromise in development and production has made the Eiszapfen series into what it is. Components are
available in brilliant chrome or a deep, matte black, which will fit excellently into any system.
 
A special procedure binds the outer coating firmly to the surface, improving the longevity of the intense colour and
preventing any chipping or peeling of the coating. Every connector now has the Alphacool logo, which along with their
distinctive shape makes them unmistakable!
 
The slanted edges of the nut make sure the O-ring sits tight against the HardTube, so that it is even more secure than
in its predecessors. This provides more security in transport.
 
Anyone looking for colourful options has them: the O-rings in the shipment come in three colours. With the available
UV-light option, these will even light up in the corresponding colour.

Specifications

Rotatable: No

Material: Brass

Color: black mat

Thread length: 5mm

Manufacturer: Alphacool

2. Side: G1/4" outer thread

Specification: Shape: straight

Compatibility: Acrylic tubing, Stiff tubing (PUR), Carbonrohre

1. Side: 12/10mm

 
Model: HardTube Compression Fitting 12mm
This connector has a 1/4" outer thread. The other side fits HardTubes with an outer diameter of 12mm.
 
Technical Details

Material: brass
Colour: deep black

 
Dimensions
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Diameter: 20mm
Height: 18mm (ca. 14mm when screwed in)

 
Scope of Delivery
 

1x Alphacool Eiszapfen 12mm HardTube compression fitting G1/4 for carbon tubes (rigid or hard tubes) -
knurled - deep black sixpack

Notice:
Attention: The manufacturer Mayhems advises that Mayhems fluids, especially the Aurora line of products,
have been manufactured and distributed solely for show and modding purposes. These should not be
utilized in the system for more than 14 days.

We would also like to advise that Mayhems fluids can damage water cooling products, and using Mayhems
fluids can thereby void the warranties offered by the following manufacturers: Koolance, Phobya, Alphacool,
Aqua Computer, Watercool.

Damages such as: clogging, corrosion of aluminium radiators, deterioration of glued containers, etc., are a
consequence of the use of Mayhems, but will not be reimbursed by Mayhems. Use is therefore at one’s own
risk.

Additional Information

Brand Alphacool

SKU AC-17375

Weight 0.3500

Special Order No

Fitting Type Rigid Compression

Fitting Size 12mm

Fitting Angle Straight

Fitting Finish Matte Black

Vendor SKU/EAN 4250197173759
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